Previous theories of dilute polymer solutions have failed to distinguish clearly between two very di erent ways of taking the long-chain limit: (I) N ! 1 at xed temperature T, and (II) N ! 1, T ! T with x N (T ? T ) xed. 
For several decades, most work on the behavior of long-chain polymer molecules in dilute solution 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] has been based on the so-called \two-parameter theory" in one or another of its variants: traditional (Flory-type) 7], pseudo-traditional (modi ed Flory-type) 8, 9] or modern (continuous-chain-type) 4, 5] . In this Letter I shall argue that all such theories are wrong. They are wrong not merely because they make incorrect predictions, but for a more fundamental reason: they purport to make universal predictions for quantities that are not in fact universal. (Very similar ideas have been expressed in an important recent paper of Nickel 10] .) However, I shall also argue that the modern two-parameter theory has a valid reinterpretation as a theory of the universal crossover scaling behavior in an in nitesimal region just above the theta temperature.
The universal properties of polymer molecules manifest themselves in the longchain limit N ! 1, where N is the number of monomers in the chain. However, it is crucial to distinguish two very di erent ways of taking this limit: 18] that real polymers in a su ciently good solvent behave like self-avoiding walks, i.e. they approach from above; in this case they cannot be matched to any value of z Edwards . This behavior has heretofore been considered paradoxical; in fact, it is quite
These points have been made previously by Nickel 10] . Similar comments have been made with regard to liquid-gas critical points by Liu and Fisher 20] . (9) f A (x) ( x d( GS ? )= (> 0) as x ! +1 unknown (< 0) as x ! ?1 (10) where coll = 1=d. In fact, I shall argue below that, for 3 d < 4, the functions f R (x), f S (x) and f A (x) for x 0 are given precisely by the continuum Edwards model, modulo the nonuniversal rescaling of abscissa and ordinate:
Here 2 R (z), 2 S (z) and e h(z) zh(z) are the conventional expansion and second virial factors of the continuum Edwards model 2, 5, 6, 13, 14], and K 1 and K 2 are nonuniversal scale factors. Thus, the modern two-parameter theory (continuum Edwards model) is a correct theory for a certain limiting regime in the molecularweight/temperature plane | but this regime is not the one previously thought 24].
The reasonably good agreement that has been observed 25] between the modern two-parameter theory and some (but not all 18]) experiments on dilute polymer solutions is due to the fact that these experiments (but not the others!) were performed rather near the theta temperature 26]. Unfortunately, the distinction between the ways I and II of taking the long-chain limit has not been clearly understood in the past, and as a result the available experiments (most of which are 15{25 years old) are rather unsystematic in their coverage of the molecular-weight/temperature plane 27]. It would be very interesting to redo the experiments, using modern light-scattering instrumentation 28] and covering systematically the molecular-weight/temperature plane in order to disentangle the limiting regimes I and II.
Another consequence of (11){(13) is that the temperatures T ;e (N) de ned by Let me now explain why (11){ (13) coupling constant. Translated into polymer language (in a xed-length ensemble), this gives (11){(13). In d = 3 the ' 6 interaction is marginally irrelevant; this induces a multiplicative logarithmic correction x = N 1=2 (log N) 3=22 (T?T ), but the conclusion is otherwise unchanged.] Of course, like all treatments of \general" RG theory, the foregoing discussion is based on the assumption that there exists a smooth RG map with a suitable xed-point structure, etc. It is a highly nontrivial problem to devise a speci c renormalization-group transformation and prove that it has the requisite properties 33, 36] . But it is a reasonable working hypothesis that this can be done, absent evidence to the contrary. This viewpoint also sheds light on the connection between the Wilson and eldtheoretic renormalization groups. The homogeneous eld-theoretic RG equations 37] describe how a family of continuum eld theories is mapped into itself under spatial dilation. On the other hand, the continuum eld theories are in one-to-one correspondence with Hamiltonians on the unstable manifold; and this correspondence takes spatial dilation into the RG map R. Thus, the eld-theoretic RG is nothing other than the Wilson RG restricted to the unstable manifold and then rewritten in terms of \renormalized" parameters. This interpretation is probably not new 38], but I have not seen it anywhere in print. Of course, it remains to work out the details for speci c RG maps R.
Returning to the polymer problem, we see that the scaling functions f R (x), f S (x) and f A (x) are necessarily nonanalytic at x = 0 (since the Edwards model has this property at least for d > 2). The scaling functions for x < 0 are controlled by the crossover to a di erent xed point, and they are thus given by a di erent manifold of continuum eld theories. Unfortunately I am unable to say much about what these theories might be. Roughly speaking one would expect a ' 6 ? ' 4 
